
GREETINGS
FROM GOLAN

LIFE ON THE PENINSULA
 Golan has had an amazing couple of days

filled with activities and bonding. They have

all settled into their cabins and are excited

for what's ahead!

SETH SAYS: A NOTE FROM
YOUR UNIT HEAD

I am super excited to have

Golan here! We are already

off to a great start. We have

tons of fun activities planned

and I can't wait for all the

boys to bond as a unit.



B13

"The best activity at camp

is tubing in the lake!

Whenever we have free

time in our cabin we like

to read and tell jokes. We

can't wait to have

chipwiches for a snack."

CABIN CHAT
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"Our cabin's favorite

activities have been

archery and sailing. During

free time in the cabin, we

like to make lanyards and

listen to music. The best

camp snack is Rollos."
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"We like having tubing as a

cabin activity. When we

are in the cabin we hang

out, read, listen to music

and dance. Chipwiches are

the best snack."

B15

"We loving to Sail Dock

because we get to go

kayaking. In our free time

we like play cards in our

cabin. The best snack is

popsicles."

B1

"The best activity is

funyaking and tubing. We

love being in the water.

Whenever we get free

time in the cabin we play

cards. Rollos is our

favorite snack."



EVENING PROGRAMS
Every night after dinner, Golan has a unit

evening program, run by their unit head,

Seth.

Unit Nite: After dinner,  all of

Golan got  together to learn their

Unit Cheers. They sing these

cheers after meals.

 

Messy Olympics: The boys had to

run through various obstacles

that were covered in whipped

cream, chocolate sauce, Cheerios

and powdered sugar. The goal of

the night was to get as messy as

possible. They had a blast!

 

Pool Party: Golan got the

opportunity to have free swim in

the evening. They enjoyed

hanging out with friends and

enjoying soda and snacks.



ACTIVITY SPOTLIGHT OF THE WEEK
Golan's favorite area this week was Tripping.

The boys got to go fishing by the swim dock

with Layne. They had an awesome time

trying to catch fish. Some of the boys

caught some big fish!

QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR
CAMPER IN YOUR NEXT
LETTER TO THEM

What focuses have you

had?

What is your favorite

cabin activity?

What has been the best

evening program?

 

THINGS TO LOOK FORWARD TO:

Live Arcade Night

Amazing Race

Shabbat Night Live

Backyard Cookout


